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probably it was due to their awareness of forms in a second
language.

ABSTRACTt
The main objective of this investigation is the analysis of
segment duration in discourse in order to provide a basis for the
study of lexical and intonational stress in Spanish and
Portuguese. The present study is limited to the study of lexical
stress in discourse. Duration of syllable nuclei is studied
acoustically and perceptually from spontaneous speech
recordings.

An additional finding is the presence of recurring intonational
phrase in Spanish and BP. In Spanish, these "phonetic
continuums" are often characterized by a relatively flat prefinal
melodic curve, with an overall varying durations of 1.2 to 2.0
seconds. In BP, such continuums have durations of .9 to 1.2
seconds, and varying melodic curves. Such results may
profitably be linked to metrics in poetry, and consequently to
the study of metrics and any other area of research in phonetics
at the sentence and discourse domains.

In the acoustical study, measurements using Sona-Graph™
were taken from speech samples recorded from Mexican and
Brazilian television broadcasts, and from dialogues between
four subjects in interviews led by the researcher. The ·results
indicate certain "areas of prominence" at the discourse level
that can be contrasted in both Mexican Spanish (MSpn) and
Brazilian Portuguese (BP). These can be found at any linguistic
level: segment, syllable, word, sentence or discourse. Due to
"areas of strength" there are syllables that will preserve most of
their quality at those "strong points" and lose quality in "weak
points". The acoustical results in this study indicate that
syllables are strong in MSpn at the stressed and poststressed
positions, whereas in BP the strong position is at the stressed
syllable position only.

1. INTRODUCTION
This is a study of stress which forms part of a long-term
project to find the principles of production and perception
in Spanish and Portuguese, within the realm of
experimental phonetics. Any scholar who has studied
linguistic stress, whether lexical or intonational, knows
how problematic it can be to find an explanation or
definition of "stress" (see Bolinger: 1961; Lehiste: 1970;
Ladefoged: 1982). Therefore, it is not clear in the genera!
theory of phonetics what "stress" means. I find it helpful
though, to use Ladefoged's (1975) remarks on this topic
which states that the major components of stress are
fundamental frequency, intensity and duration. It is
extremely difficult to prove or disprove this claim
empirically. Even to prove the existence of truly minimal
pairs in discourse, in terms of lexical stress, is
problematic. First, words like the noun "rtcord" and the
verb "recJlrd" cannot be considered minimal pairs since in
English the vowels in these words do not have the same
quality. Truly minimal pairs in terms of contrastive
lexical stress can only be found in very few words like the
noun "rtbel" and the verb "rel,d" in certain varieties of
English. Although in BP and Spanish discourse, it is not
easy to find minimal pairs contrasting stress, it is not as

In addition to these results, measurements of duration in nonprepausal position, show that vowels can be longer in pretonic
and postonic word position. It was not attempted, however, to
determine which lenghtening factors operate in the languages
studied.
In the perceptual study, subjects were able to point out which
vowels were deleted and replaced by noise. In a group of
twelve speakers of American English, Spanish and Brazilian
Portuguese, American subjects performed better, indicating that
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difficult as it is in English. There are also serious
obstacles to extract these minimal pairs properly from
spontaneous speech for experimental work wi~h _them.
Brazilian Portuguese, for example, is somewhat similar to
English in terms of the constantly changing quality of
vowels. As an illustration, suppose one attempts to extract
minimal pairs in BP, using word pairs such as "evitar" (to
avoid) and "evita" (s/he, it avoids), hoping that the
speakers will produced expected minimal pairs [e.vi.ta]
(to avoid) and [e.vi.ta], (s/he, it avoids). In other words,
Brazilian linguists know that these are common forms of
pronunciation in discourse, but they also know that the
written "r" may surface in spontaneous speech, the vowel
[e] in the first syllable may raise to an [i], and that the
postonic [a] may show some degree of centralization.
Therefore, such variations make extraction of minimal
pairs difficult because a great amount of speech
recordings is necessary and most of the data will not be
used for this particular goal.
At this stage of the process, one may either hypothesize
that there is a functional or contrastive entity "stress" or
If there is such an entity, its
that there is not.
fundamental components also have to be defined and then
we need to verify whether or not these fundamental
components exist and to what extent. In the case of BP
and MSpn, the hypothesis here is that there is contrastive
stress. Again, only after one has gathered valid data from
spontaneous speech in contrast to any artificial elicitation
of minimal pairs, can the existence of contrastive stress
be empirically shown. On the basis of linguistic intuition,
we make the assumption that contrastive stress exists in
MSpn and BPand attempt in this paper to find to what
extent duration can be considered a major component of
stress in BP and MSpn.
Although the present investigation deals only with
recordings of Latin American Spanish and Brazilian
Portuguese, the long-term goal is to include all varieties
of these languages. The term "strong position" refers to
any highlighted or prominent syllable nucleus in the
discourse. "Strong positions" may be found in any
linguistic domain: for example, in the segment domain at
syllable nuclei filled by inherently strong vowels such as,
in Spanish and BP, the [a] vowel relative to vowels such
as [e] or [o], at stressed position within a word, in diferent
areas of a sentence, in the intonational phrase, etc. Thus,
these "strong positions" include "stress" in the word
domain and "accent" in the intonational domain. In sum,
"strong positions" are recurrent patterns of better defined
acoustical images at any point in the discourse. My goal
is to find out what factors influence the occurrence of

recurrent patterns of clear acoustical images, and then
how to interpret them at the perceptual level.
To close these introductory remarks, it is important to
mention that results from this study coincide in part with
studies of metrics the Spanish and Portuguese poetic
traditions. It is hoped, that by using the experience
accumulated in a different area of language analysis, we
can find different ways to look into discourse analysis,
and by doing so, explain various linguistic phenomena
from this perspective.

2. Relevance of Studies in Duration
Although there is no phonemic contrast between long and
short segments in MSpn and BP, there are many reasons
for analyzing duration. Fant (1970, 224) had already
observed that "the simple and fundamental cue of
duration deserves greater attention than is conventionally
paid to it."
In addition, I would like to note. that
acoustics and perception of speech, namely funcbonal
integration of all linguistic components, cannot be
dissociated from the time axis.
Investigators have dealt with temporal organization of
speech sounds in a variety of of ways. A brief look into
applied and theoretical areas of speech analysis such as
building of speech models, or in descriptive works
dealing with rhythmic patterns, intrinsic duration,
semantics, and syntax, will show continuing efforts to
understand the temporal patterns of speech sounds. One
of the major obstacles in studies of duration is to decide
precisely where a sound segment begins and ends. In the
case of a vowel, its duration may be the partion that goes
from the onset of the formant structure to its offset. The
terms onset and offset are used in the same sense they are
used in Lehiste and Peterson (1961). Or, vowel duration
may extend beyhond these boundaries, as seen in some
studies (e.g. Parker and Diehl, 1984). In order to
eliminate inconsistencies, one has to dec1de where
segmental boundaries are located, and develop procedures
for finding them.
One of the first works that dealt with phonological and
phonetic factors in terms of temporal organization of
sound segments is the work of A. Martinet (1949) which
points to a universal tendency in ianguages to shorten
vowels following tense consonants, lengthen vowels that
follow lax consonants. Jakobson and al. (1952) observed
that tense consonants, i.e. [f,s,~.p,t,k], are longer than lax
consonants, i.e. [v,z,z, b,d,g]. A number of other studies
have dealt with duration in the phonological and phonetic
domain, such as Fry's (1955) where duration is shown to
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be a more effective cue for judgments of stress, the study
by Miller and Nicely (1955) that proposes the acousticophysiological feature "duration" to distinguish [s.~,z.c]
from twelve other consonants, and Peterson and Lehiste's
(1960) study which noted that duration is affected by the
nature of the consonant after a syllable nucleus, namely, a
syllable becomes longer when followed by a voiced
consonant and shorter when followed by a voiceless
consonant with the longest syllable nucleus occurring
before a voiced fricative. Other languages show some
difference in how segment duration is patterned.
Chafcouloff and al (1976) observed that in French all
constrictives, viz. fricatives, especially in bisyllabic
words, become longer if followed by [i,y,u], but [§]
becomes shorter in contact with the rounded, mid, front
[ce]. In Italian, Ferrero et al. (1979) showed that
shortening of frication duration in Italian unvoiced
fricatives [s,§1 does not bias perception toward the
corresponding [z,c] as English does (Cole and Cooper,
1975), but instead toward the unvoiced affricates [ts,~.
Major (1981) and Nobre and Ingemann (1987) concluded
that duration is a major component of stress in BP. In
Spanish, Delattre (1966) finds that closed syllables are
longer than open ones, whereas in Navarro Tomas (1967)
we find a study of vowel duration where vowels in closed
syllables are shorter than vowels in open syllables.
Navarro Tomas also observes the kinds of consonants that
affect differently the vowel duration.

Umeda (1974), Lindblom (1978), and Schreiber and Read
(1982), to mention some.
These results have helped researchers in the design of
speech models, especially models that attempt to include
characteristics related to semantics (Umeda: 1975;
Klatt:1976): emphasis, contrastive stress, topicalization
(focus), and word novelty. Schreiber and Read (1984)
gave extra duration to words at syntactic boundaries to
improve listening comprehension in children. However,
they did not observe improvements in the listening
comprehension of adults under the same conditions.
Therefore, as we study lexical stress in discourse, other
factors have to be considered whenever a given duration
becomes relatively shortened or lenghthened. These
factors include as mood or physical condition of the
speaker (extralinguistic), emphasis or word novelty
(semantic consideration), prepausal lengthening (sentence
domain), intrinsic features of speech sounds, and so forth
as set forth in Klatt (1976). It is not in the scope of the
present study to observe which and how these factor
operate in Spanish and Portuguese.
Some works that used duration in the design of models
are those of Klatt (1976), for English, which suggests that
recurrent rules to shorten or lengthen inherent durations
from smaller units (phonemes), i.e. locally, up to higher
units (sentences), operating cyclically; Lindblom and
Rapp (1973), for Swedish, suggest the inverse operation,
viz. from higher units into smaller units, down to the
word domain, only. Later, Lindblom and al. (1981)
extended Klatt's (1976) formula and developed several
hypotheses about the psychology of speech timing. In
their extension of Klatt's formula, Lindblom and al.
(1981) applied duration rules cyclically from smaller to
higher units. Although Klatt's (1976) model does not
necessarily reflect speech production processes, Simoes
(1987) suggested a redefinition of inherent duration of a
sound in BP in terms of median duration in case one·
attempts to extend the model in terms of speech
production processes. By the same token, since there is
no mininal duration at discourse domain, namely a
syllable nucleus can be completely deleted, Klatt's (1976)
linear equation can be simplified from D O = K * (Di -

Rhythmic factors may also affect word duration as Pike
(1945) has argued. On the other hand, studies by
Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) and Noteboom
(1972) propose that rhythm is independent of word
duration, viz. subjects are much more aware of duration if
a monotonous picth is used than if normal pitches are
used. Simoes (1987a) notes the inadequacy of relating
word duration to rhythm in BP, and Kelm (1989) also
sees no results that makes such a correlation in both
MSpn and BP.
Studies at the word level by Lehiste (1970), Raphael
(1972), Umeda and al. (1973), Simoes (1980) indicate
that duration is linked to position within word, length of
word, word boundary and the interaction of these factors.
Major (1981, 1985) observed that in BP any phonological
process has to take place first at postonic position, then
pretonic and then in stress position.

Dm.in) + Dm.in to D0 = K *Di.
As a general synthesis of these results we may say that
duration at the phonological and phonetic level is affected
by language specifics and articulatory effort. When a
minimal effort is required, there is a reduction of the
targeted sound segment, whereas under maximum
articulatory effort there is a lengthening of the targeted

In term of syntactic factors, it is important to mention the
work of Gaitenby (1965, mentioned in Klatt (1976)) that
shows duration as a parameter that delimits syntactic
units. Other investigations followed confirming duration
as a cue that signals syntactic boundaries: Harris and
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More than four hundred measurements of these durations
were taken, several statistical tests were made. Results of
an ANOVA multiple range test of the relationship
between all syllables measured are shown in Figure 1.
Since there is no significant difference between
measurements taken of the syllable nuclei and
measurements of a consonant followed by a syllable
nucleus, only the measurements of the syllable nuclei will
be discussed. The abbreviations in Fig:1:re 1 mean the
following: ST, stressed; PRl, prest, ssed, viz. one
syllable before the stressed one; and similarly PR2, PR3,
PR4; PSTl, poststressed, viz. one syllable after the
stressed syllable; and similarly PST2, PST3. The results
indicate that all relationships are linked to lexically
stressed and poststressed syllables in MSpn and m
stressed syllable in BP.
Such results are probably
showing that these prominent syllables are significant
points of reference in discourse in terms of production.

segment The sounds adjacent to the targeted sound are
affected differently in each language. Articulatory effort
will be greater during vocal cords vibration, stressing of a
sound-segment, or in articulatory displacement (distance)
during changes in articulatory gestures. As Lehiste
(1970) remarks. the greater the displacement the longer
the sound-segment.

3. Results and Discussion
The experimental procedures for first stage of this study
was as follows.
Initially, television broadcasts via
satellite, from Mexico and Brazil, were recorded, first
into a regular video cassette and then from the video
cassette into audio cassettes. From these audio cassette
recordings, both the syllable nuclei, and sequences of
consonant plus a syllable nuclei were measured.
Segmentation procedures followed those described in
Simoes (1987) with modifications made as needed.

Figure 1: ANOVA results of multiple range test. The intersection of lines denotes pairs that are significantly different at
the .05 level. Method-I is indicated by (C)V and method-2 by V.
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Appendix). At the sentence domain modifications took
place near the beginning or the end of the sentences;
then, at those points in the sentence, vowels in
prestressed, stressed, and postressed syllables were edited
out and replaced by background noise of equal duration
from portions of the recordings in which there was no

Following the results from the acoustical analysis as seen
in Figure 1, a perceptual test was designed. In this
perceptual study. sentences from the same recordings, as
the acoustical analysis described above, were modified in
the DSP5500 Sona-Graph™. These modifications were
made in terms of sentence and word domains (see
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speech. The whole formant structures of vowels were
replaced from the onset from the consonant release to the
offglide of each vowel, using, in general, the second
formant as reference (Lehiste and Peterson: 1961;
Simoes:1987). The vowels replaced are shown in the
Appendix.

pointing out in Spanish and Portuguese, where the
modifications took place which vowel was missing. The
Brazilians were good at that task, too, but they did not
identify the correct place as often as the Americans.
There was no control of the environments where these
syllable nuclei were deleted, since the sentences were
selected randomly.

Native speakers of Spanish listened to the Spanish tapes,
native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese listened to
Brazilian Portuguese tapes and native speakers of
American English with near-native speaker proficiency of
Spanish and/or Brazilian Portuguese were also asked to
listen to the tapes. They totalled twelve subjects, four for
each group. These subjects were asked to perform two
tasks in listening to these modified tapes. First, they were
told that these tapes were recorded via satellite and that
possibly the tapes lost some information during the
transmission or maybe no information was lost They
were asked to comment after each sentence. After having
listened to one sentence, their impressions on any aspect
of the task (comprehension, speakers accent, their
judgement about the test itself, and so forth) were
discussed. The intention was to conduct a less structured,
less controlled experiment, so that unpredicted results
could appear. Thus, instead of the usual procedure in this
type of study, namely to give subjects a set of possible
answers to choose from, subjects were interviewed and
asked to comment on each sentence they listened to, and
as they talked I took notes.

After having examined the speech samples and
interpreted the acoustical and perceptual results in the
preceding television broadcasts, two interviews in
Spanish and Portuguese were made. The speakers were
two native speakers of Spanish, one female university
student from Colombia and one male university student
from Mexico; then, two native speakers of BP, one
female university student from the city of Silo Paulo and
one male student from the city of Rio de Janeiro. The four
speakers are between 20 and 30 years old.
The duration of syllable nuclei and larger speech units,
that is "phonetic continuums" or intonational phrases, was
acoustically analyzed in these interviews. The goal here
is to observe duration patterns in dialogues, and thus to
what extent it played a role as a correlate of lexical stress.
In terms of the relevance of duration to stress at the word
level, duration can be considered as one of its major
components. In discourse, however, factors such as word
or phrase final lengthening may cause unstressed vowels
to be longer than stressed vowels. This applies to both
Spanish and BP. One example from Spanish is shown in
Figure 2. Although it is not difficult to find in nonprepausal position stressed syllable nuclei shorter than
unstressed ones in Spanish and BP, it is more common to
find these occurrences in Spanish.

After all sentences were played and discussed, I explained
to them that, in fact, some words in the sentences had
been modified. In the second task, I asked them to listen
again to each sentence, and decide: if they thought a
word was modified and to point out the word. If they
identified a word, I asked them to tell me what the change
was and where in the word the change took place.

In larger units, phonetic continuums, the equivalent of
intonational phrases, were observed in this study to fall
within the intervals of .9 to 1.2 seconds in BP and 1.2 to
2.0 in Spanish in the recordings made for the dialogues,
These continuums are often characterized by an overall
flat prefinal intonation as depicted in Figure 3. This of
course does not mean that all Spanish intonation is like
this example. Such continuums, in terms of duration,
seem to be equivalent to the eight-syllable verse in
Spanish and the seven-syllable verse in Portuguese, which
coincide somewhat with the English iambic tetrameter,
under the English tradition of the syllabic foot.

The general results I have gathered, so far, from their
reactions, can be summarized as follows. Some of the
subjects in this experiment had more difficulty in pointing
out the modification at the beginning of a sentence than at
the end of a sentence. This is swprising, considering that
perceptual tests have shown that subjects tend to perform
poorly in specifying where information was deleted or
added.
Furthermore, the Spanish speakers in this
experiment had more difficulty in pointing out where the
modification took place and very often did not hear any
change. The American subjects performed very well in
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Figure 2: Speech sample "... sistema bipartidista ... " (ing. "bipartisan system") from Spanish, spoken by a Colombian
woman. The word "bipartidista" is in prepausal position. Lexically stressed syllables are "-te-" in "sistema," and "-dis-"
in "bipartidista." In [sis.le.ma]
the postressed [a] is longer than the stressed [e], and in [t',i.par.ti.~s.ta],
all prestressed
n
n
n
vowels are about the same or longer than the stressed [i].
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Figure 3: An example of recurring phonetic continuum in Spanish extracted from spontaneous dialogues: a flat prefinal
intonational pattern. The speaker is a woman from Colombia.
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in non prepausal position, duration is not the most reliable
correlate of lexical stress. Perhaps, in the case of Spanish
and Portuguese, amplitude may play a more reliable role
for in the identification of stress in discourse.

Analysis of the data has brought to my attention a
possible link between the present results and techniques
for metrics in poetry. If one looks into versification in
Spanish and Portuguese, it will be observed that syllable
counting in these languages reflects what has been
observed here. In other words, Spanish metrics, similar to
Italian, counts the number of syllables in a verse by
adding one count after the last stressed syllable,
regardless of the presence or absence of a poststressed
syllable. Portuguese had the same syllable counting until
the last century. Since then, starting with Castilho (1908)
in 1850, and confirmed in Spina (1971), metrics in
Portuguese is done by counting up to the last stressed
syllable in a verse, and no longer adds another count.
French and Proven~al are known to count syllables
similarly to Portuguese.

To summarize the major points of the present study,
acoustically (1) in discourse, in prepausal and nonprepausal, lexically stressed syllable nuclei are often
shorter than unstressed syllable nuclei; (2) in Mexican
Spanish, lexically stressed and poststressed syllables are
the most significant syllables in spontaneous speech,
whereas in Brazilian Portuguese only the stressed ones
have been observed as most significant syllables. This
paper calls such syllables as strong syllables; (3) again,
still in acoustical terms, recurring phonetic continuums
were observed to measure between 1.2 to 2.0 seconds in
MSpn and .9 to 1.2 seconds in BP. These phonetic
continuums coincide with studies in metrics in the poetic
tradition in Spanish and Portuguese. Finally, in a
perceptual study (4) subjects were able to identify place
and quality of vowels that were replaced by noise in
sentences extracted from television broadcasts, and that
subjects performed better in these tasks in a second
language.

The length of what I have been calling a "phonetic
continuum" in the dialogues analyzed varies as expected,
but there are some generalization that can be drawn. As
mentioned in the results, these phonetic continuums fall
into different patterns in Portuguese and Spanish. If we
refer again to poetic metrics, it will be observed that,
similarly to what one finds in spoken language, although
a verse in poetry can vary from one to usually twelve
syllables, poets, and we may infer native speakers who
listen to poetry. have their preferences to convey their
messages. In BP, a verse with seven syllables is the most
used by poets, and the most popular type of verse for both
reading and singing; in Spanish, the preference is for
eight-syllable verses in singing and eleven-syllable verses
in reading. This preference can, in my opinion, indicate
what patterns to look for in discourse.

It seems to me that a theory of stress has to be elaborated
in terms of spontanceous speech, and in terms of
physiological, acoustical, and perceptual correlates.
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de un protocolo finnado el pasado veinticinco de febrero,
en Washington. PR2 [e] replaced by noise.
Sentence 2: La falta de medicamentos sigue golpeando a
los pacientes de la Caja Costarricense de Seguro S{o)cial.
PRl [o] replaced by noise.
Sentence 3: En Guatem(a)la, el coronel Mario Rolando
Terraza Pinto, comandante de la zona militar numero
veinte, con sede en Santa Cruz del Quiche, dijo que la
guerrilla fue derrotada en el departamento occidental de
esa regi6n. ST [a] replaced by noise.
Sentence 4: El sistema educativo de Costa Rica podria
experimentar una huelga debido al malestar que existe
entre los docentes por los nuevos programas de est{u)dio.
ST [u] replaced by noise.
Sentence 5: Una band{a) de traficantes de nifios que
pagava trescientos cincuenta d6lares por cada menor
robado a familias pobres y luego los ofrecia en adopci6n a
extranjeros, fue desarticulada en Honduras. PSTl [a]
replaced by noise.
Sentence 6: Un comunicado oficial expedido en la
vispera, sostiene que el secuestro y muerte del ex-ministro
Duran, resaltan la actitud criminal de quienes conforman
la autodenominada Coordinadora Guerrillera, y constituye
una muestra aberrante de violaci6n de los derechos
humanos, que no tiene ni puede tener justificaci6n
algun{a). PSTl [a] replaced by noise.
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APPENDIX
Sentences for the perceptual test in the first stage of the
experiment.
These sentences are from television
broadcasts from Brazil and Mexico. Sentences were
chosen randomly and modifications were made in the first
and last content words of each sentence. Vowels of any
type were deleted and replaced by background noise from
the DSP 5500 Sona-Graph of same duration, in
prestressed, stressed, and poststressed positions. Replaced
vowels are in bold types, in parentheses, with its phonetic
symbol and syllable position indicated at the end of the
sentence.

Brazilian Portuguese:
Sentence 1: 0 g{e)neral Agenor Homem de Carvalho
esteve hoje no Rio acompanhando a visita do Presidente
Collor de Mello. PR2 [e] replaced by noise.
Sentence 2: Janine sempre conviveu comigo no Brasil,
isso nao resta duvidas, os documentos sao suficientes pra
provar isso ... Mesmo em portugu!s ... Nl'io resta duvida de
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